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Corporate Performance 
Management



Corporate Performance Management (CPM) solutions gives you the ability 
to streamline your financial budgeting, forecasting, and reporting. It also 
helps provide analysis and visibility of important operational data. Learn 
how CPM tools can take you from being reactive to becoming a strategic 
business partner across your organization. Take this opportunity to see 
solutions go head-to-head, showcasing their strengths
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What is CPM?
The Readers Digest version 

DATA WAREHOUSE

REPORTING BUDGETING DASHBOARD

CRM ERP Other Data 
resources

Integrated reporting using both financial and 
non-financial data

Leveraging the best of spreadsheets, ditching 
the worse of them

Faster Planning Cycles

Quick, flexible scenario modeling

Stronger cross-functional engagement

Greater foresight into opportunities and 
challenges



Why Should I Care?

Historically, 
companies have all 

planned and 
executed their 
business in the 

same way: Plan 12 
months, execute 12 

months, plan the 
next 12 months

Globalization, 
connectivity, digital 
transformation and 

the explosion of 
data have changed 

everything, 
forever…

Think about the 
examples we’ve 
seen in the past

10 years.



Talentlaunch is a Nationwide Network of Independently-operated 
Staffing and Recruitment Firms. Their Firms Have Deep Roots in Their 
Communities and are Focused on Meeting Companies’ Talent Demands 
By Leveraging Best-in-class Tools & Resources to Elevate the Overall 
Experience

Pain Points
Excel was used for distribution of reports – so 
much time was spent on manually building and 
emailing files based upon specific department 
needs

Overtime, they had grown with Excel. The 
budgeting spreadsheet had grown to a 100+ 
tab spreadsheet with connected formulas-
accidentally mess up a formula and you would 
see errors throughout the entire file 

Collaboration was almost impossible because 
only the CFO knew how the file was working

Multiple versions of the spreadsheet, hard to 
compare differences between versions.

Complex budget process was tedious, time-
consuming and error prone

Rapidly growing company (organically & via 
acquisitions) meant Accounting/Finance was 
struggling to manage the work load

Solution
Decreased the amount of reports that had to 
be managed by allowing solution to filter 
consolidated reports to relevant departments

Create a budget system that allows multiple 
components to “flow through the model” and 
reduce errors when one value/assumption 
changes in the model

Powerful solution allows TalentLaunch to 
dynamically budget/model: Revenue, OPEX, 
Personnel, Commission, Recruiting Expenses, 
Bonuses Allocated IT and Rent Expense, FUTA 
& SUTA excess accrual, operational headcount, 
(not even naming them all) 

Intuitive solution that allows non-technical 
resources to manage the integration with GP 
and effortlessly manage the addition of new 
companies and departments

Results
Reducing time spent on managing reports, 
budgets and forecasts by allowing users to 
access dynamic reports that were filtered 
based off their data access permissions

Drastically reduced the amount of undetected 
errors in reports, budgets and forecasts

Created a collaborative environment that 
allows 20+ department leaders to input their 
budget/forecast data directly into the system 
(without the possibility of messing up 
formulas)

Automated financial and KPI report creation-
Once the month is closed, and data is 
integrated to Adaptive all reports are already 
completed

Matt Lyon, CFO for Talent Launch estimates 
they immediately reduced the time spent 
building their reporting package by 50% 



Blackhawk Mining, LLC is a Diversified Coal Mining Company 
Headquartered in Lexington, KY. They are a Regional Leader in 
Coal Mining And Marketing with Nine Mining Complexes 
Across Three States with Approximately 2,300 Employees

Pain Points
Manual reporting processes using 
FRx and Excel were error prone 
and time consuming
C-Suite was keen on being able
to see information by various
dimensions (jobs, region, 
managers, etc) but the time/ability 
to produce them wasn’t there
Accounting/Finance needed an 
intuitive solution that would grow 
with the organization and allow 
flexible reporting for all 
stakeholders

Solution
“Single Source of truth” created 
with integrations from multiple 
sources to provide employees 
with a single data repository 
(Dynamics GP, ReQLogic,
HR system)
Created Dynamic Reporting 
packages for Actuals (with TRX 
drill-down), 70+ operational data 
points, daily FLASH reporting with 
required dimensionality
Cloud based solution allows easy 
access to data for various 
employees in multiple locations

Results
“You guys [Velosio] have given me 
my life back” – Marcus Frank, 
Controller 
Less time spent on manual tasks 
has allowed BHM to spend their 
time on achieving their NEXT: 
complete ad-hoc report requests 
“by this”, recently rolled out GP 
Inventory and Purchase 
Requisition system
Single system that will allow for a 
Phase II project of implementing 
advanced Excel budgeting models
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